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An essential portable teaching tool - it has changed just how congenital heart disease is
taught.
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A must have for anybody learning ped echo Concise explanation of pathology and medical
procedures involved. I find the images and illustrations tremendously useful. The book is
actually small which makes it very handy to carry around. Priced very reasonably too. Strongly
suggested! This book helped me a whole lot starting out as a new pediatric sonographer. A
great update to an currently good book A great source for peds CVICU nurses and physicians!
I really like the updates they put into this addition. Easy to check out. I wish they might make it
a difficult cover book but I like that it's small and portable. The pictures really help illustrate
what words make an effort to do, helping the conditions stay static in your mind. Exceptional
review for quick reference Exceptional review for quick reference. It has the perfect amount of
details. This guide is a really great aid in learning the different defects and treatments This
guide is a really great assist in learning the various defects and treatments! A must have for
cardiac nurse. Illustrations are colourful and highly detailed for reference. I would recommend
this book for any college student, nurse, resident, service provider, legitimately any one in the
medical field Allows good layman's conditions explanations to patient families of complex
procedures Hard to find but a have to for those in cardiac products. It gives enough
information to feel confident about the disorders, however, not enough to be overwhelming!
Great reference for pediatrics This is an excellent quick reference for use in the emergency
room, were you might not visit a particular heart defect often. I'm in a pediatric emergency
medicine fellowship, for reference. Best guide out there Best guide out there! The pictures are
great and the colors make understanding blood flow and oxygenation easier.!! It has images to
describe various congenital diseases and there fixes. I highly recommend. There’s much more
about Cathleen lab techniques, echos and ICU topics In this book! A very handy book for
reference. Five Stars Easy read! I highly recommend. Allows good layman's conditions
explanations to patient groups of complex procedures. Five Stars Best guide to have Five
Stars Great for pediatric echo techs Excellent handbook It matches into your pocket well and
certainly is a must-have item throughout your CCU rotation. Five Stars Excellent resource.
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